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iCafes.info is an open directory & cafe information site.

This is where cafe owners and coffee connoisseurs can talk about their experiences and advertise services.

After registering on this site you can add to the directory & begin blogging! Visiters can also comment and review listings.

Click here to get 5% off on your next online purchase coffeeforless.com! (5% off Coupon Code: CFL)
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An internet café or cybercafé is a place where one can use a computer with Internet access, most for a fee, usually per
hour or minute; sometimes one can have unmetered access with a pass for a day or month, etc. It may serve as a
regular café as well, with food and drinks being served.

The concept and name, Cybercafé, was invented at the beginning of 1994 by Ivan Pope. Commissioned to develop an
Internet event for an arts weekend at the Institute of Contemporary Arts (ICA) in London. Pope wrote a proposal outlining
the concept of a café with Internet access from the tables. The event was run over the weekend of 12-13 March 1994
during the 'Towards the Aesthetics of the Future' event.

Cyberia: one of the world's first Internet cafés, London, 1994
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Internet Cafes Directory

Internet cafés are located world-wide, and many people use them when traveling to access webmail and instant
messaging services to keep in touch with family and friends. Apart from travelers, in many developing countries Internet
cafés are the primary form of Internet access for citizens as a shared-access model is more affordable than personal
ownership of equipment. A variation on the Internet café business model is the LAN gaming center, used for multiplayer
gaming. These cafés have several computer stations connected to a LAN. The connected computers are customassembled for gameplay, supporting popular multiplayer games. This is reducing the need for video arcades and arcade
games, many of which are being closed down or merged into Internet cafés. The use of Internet cafés for multiplayer
gaming is particularly popular in certain areas of Asia like China, Taiwan, South Korea and The Philippines.

There are also Internet kiosks, Internet access points in public places like public libraries, airport halls, sometimes just for
brief use while standing. Many hotels, resorts, and cruise ships offer Internet access for the convenience of their guests;
this can take various forms, such as in-room wireless access, or a web browser that uses the in-room television set for its
display (usually in this case the hotel provides a wireless keyboard on the assumption that the guest will use it from the
bed), or computer(s) that guests can use, either in the lobby or in a business center. As with telephone service, in the US
most mid-price hotels offer Internet access from a computer in the lobby to registered guests without charging an
additional fee, while fancier hotels are more likely to charge for the use of a computer in their "business center."

For those traveling by road in North America, many truck stops have Internet kiosks, for which a typical charge is around
20 cents per minute.[1]

Internet cafés come in a wide range of styles, reflecting their location, main clientele, and sometimes, the social agenda
of the proprietors. In the early days they were important in projecting the image of the Internet as a 'cool' phenomena.
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